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Abstract 

The propagation rates ( U edge ) of edge-flames in premixed hydrocarbon-oxygen-inert mixtures were mea- 
sured as a function of global strain rate ( σ ), mixture strength, and (by changing fuel and inert type) Lewis 
number ( Le ). Using a counterflow slot-jet burner with electrical heaters at both ends to anchor the flame 
edges, both advancing (positive U edge ) and retreating (negative U edge ) edge-flames were characterized. Results 
are presented for both twin (premixed gas against premixed gas) and single (premixed gas against cold inert 
gas) edge-flames in terms of the effects of a non-dimensional strain rate ( ε) and non-dimensional heat loss 
( κ) on a scaled propagation rate. U edge showed a strong dependence on Le and flames images show that high 

(low) Le lead to weaker (stronger) edge-flame burning intensity. U edge for single edge-flames scaled with the 
square root of the unburned to burned gas density ratio in a manner similar to nonpremixed flames whereas 
for premixed flames U edge scaled linearly with density ratio. Edge-flames exhibited two extinction limits cor- 
responding to a high- σ strain induced limit and a low- σ heat loss induced limit; a simple description of the 
low- σ limits was proposed and found to correlate well with experiments in twin-premixed, single-premixed, 
and nonpremixed edge-flames over more than a two-decade range of κ. Results are in good qualitative and 

reasonable quantitative agreement with simple theories except that retreating twin edge-flames in high-Le 
mixtures are predicted theoretically but were not observed experimentally. 
© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In strong turbulence, flames may locally extin-
guish in areas where instantaneous strain rates are
sufficiently large, causing edges separating burning
and non-burning regions [1] . Depending on com-
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position, temperature and flow properties these 
“edge-flames” [2,3] may retreat further into burning 
regions (extinction fronts with negative edge-flame 
propagation speeds ( U edge < 0)) or advance into un- 
burned regions and restore flame surface (ignition 

fronts, U edge > 0). Moreover, edge-flames are an 

important aspect of premixed flame stabilization 

in shear layers [4] . Additionally, edge-flame li- 
braries could potentially extend flamelet models of 
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urbulent combustion, which assume unbroken
ame surfaces, to conditions involving local
uenching [5] . 

Perhaps the most canonical, readily-
haracterized configuration for studying edge-
ames is plane strain with edges propagating in the
hird (unstrained) dimension. This configuration is
mployed in many theoretical and computational
tudies [6–8] and is readily approximated exper-
mentally using counterflowing slot-jets having
arge length-to-width ratio. This apparatus has
een employed previously to study propagation
ates and extinction limits of nonpremixed edge-
ames [9,10] where fuel flows from one jet and
xidant from the other. For premixed edge-flames
wo configurations are possible: premixed reac-
ants flowing against premixed reactants, yielding
win premixed flames, and premixed reactants
gainst inert gas, yielding single premixed flames.
heoretical studies of premixed edge-flames

7,8] predict that U edge and extinction limits depend
rimarily on Lewis number ( Le ) and two other
imensionless parameters representing strain and
eat loss effects, respectively: ε≡( σα/2 S L 

2 ) 1/2 and
≡βακo / S L 

2 , where σ is the global strain rate, β
he non-dimensional activation energy (Zeldovich
umber), α the thermal diffusivity, S L the adiabatic
nstrained laminar burning velocity and κo the
olumetric heat loss coefficient, estimated [9] for
lot-jet counterflows as 7.5 α/ d 2 , where d is the
lot-jet spacing. ε2 is essentially a scaled Karlovitz
umber (ratio of strain rate to chemical reaction
ate) and κ -1/2 a scaled Peclet number ( κ–1 being
 ratio of heat generation to heat loss). These
heories predict premixed edge-flames exhibit
wo extinction limits corresponding to high- ε
train-induced limits and low- ε heat loss induced
imits, with U edge < 0 for ε close to these limits and
 edge > 0 away from limits. At intermediate ε, the-
ries predict U edge is nearly independent of ε, with
 edge / S L ≈ 1 for Le = 1 and larger/smaller U edge / S L

or smaller/larger Le. These theories assume con-
tant gas density; when thermal expansion effects
re incorporated, for nonpremixed edge-flames
heory predicts U edge / S L (in the unburned gas
eference frame far upstream) is accelerated in
roportion to ( ρu / ρb ) 1/2 [11] , where ρu and ρb are
he unburned and burned gas densities, respec-
ively. While this acceleration has been confirmed
xperimentally for nonpremixed flames [9,10] , it
as not been determined whether ( ρu / ρb ) 1/2 scaling
pplies to premixed edge-flames. 

While stationary ( U edge = 0) premixed edge-
ames have been characterized experimentally [12–
4] , no systematic studies of positive and negative
peeds have been reported. Consequently, this work
xamines propagation rates and extinction limits
f single and twin premixed edge-flames in slot-jet
ounterflows for varying ε, κ and Le. Both configu-
ations are relevant to turbulent flames; single edge-
flames are most relevant at lower turbulence inten-
sities ( u’ ) since wrinkled flame sheets have fresh re-
actants on one side and burned products on the
other side, whereas twin edge-flames are relevant at
higher u’ where highly folded sheets with back-to-
back flames may exist locally. 

2. Experimental apparatus 

The counterflow slot-jet apparatus and pro-
cedures are similar to those employed previ-
ously [9,10] . Fig. S1 shows a schematic of 
this apparatus. Thermal mass flow controllers
regulated jet exit velocities ( U 1 , U 2 ) to ob-
tain specified mixtures and global strain rates
σ = ( U 1 / d )[1 + ( U 2 / U 1 )( ρ2 / ρ1 ) 1/2 ], where ( ρ1 , ρ2 ) are
the gas densities at the jet exits [15] . Only U (not ρ)
was changed to vary σ because changing ρ would
require changing the mixture which would substan-
tially affect the other properties ( α, S L , etc.) The
jet velocities U 1 and U 2 were balanced; some spot-
checks were performed with unequal U 1 and U 2
(but same U 1 + U 2 ) and no significant differences
were found except when U 1 or U 2 was so low that
one of the flames became anchored to the jet exit,
conditions outside regimes of interest for this in-
vestigation. Honeycomb inserts at the exits pro-
vide uniform flow across the jets’ width (5 mm) and
length (130 mm). Nitrogen sheath coflows with the
same velocities were employed on both sides of 
both jets. The apparatus was maintained at room
temperature with water cooling. 

For conditions where U edge > 0, a nitrogen jet
was used to extinguish or “erase” an established
flame starting at one end, then the jet was retracted
enabling the edge-flame to advance. For conditions
causing U edge < 0, a mixture having U edge > 0 was
introduced, then electrically-heated wires at both
slot ends were activated, then mixture strength was
slowly reduced to the desired value. The heated
wires provided localized flame temperature en-
hancement, thus locally increasing reaction rates
and anchoring the flame ends under conditions
where they would retreat without heating. To in-
duce extinction, the nitrogen jet was used to sep-
arate one flame end from its anchoring hot-wire,
causing a retreating edge-flame. High-speed videos
were analyzed to infer U edge , while an intensified
CCD camera captured instantaneous images. The
slot-jet aspect ratio is finite, consequently slight ex-
tensional flow occurs along the slot length which
slightly affects U edge in the laboratory frame; this
bias is nullified by interpolating least-square linear
fits of U edge vs. position to the jet centerline [9,10] .
At least three U edge measurements were taken at
each condition; these were consistent within ±5%. 

Lean CH 4 -air , lean C 3 H 8 -air and stoichiomet-
ric CH 4 -O 2 mixtures diluted with CO 2 having mo-
lar ratios 1:2:Q (Q denoting the dilution level) were
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Table 1 
Experimental conditions and corresponding flame properties for premixed edge-flames mixtures. Asterisks correspond to 
mixtures used to obtain the images shown in Figs. 1 and 4 . 

Composition and 
configuration 

Fuel % or 
Inert Ratio 
( Q ) S L (cm/s) d (cm) ( ρu / ρb ) α (cm 

2 /s) β κ

CH 4 /Air 
Le fuel = 0.96 
Le O2 = 1.10 

Twin 5.2 6.28 0.75 5.07 0.200 13.0 0.176 

5.3 6.94 5.13 0.200 12.6 0.140 
5.6 9.18 5.34 0.200 12.0 0.0763 
5.8 ∗ 10.8 5.47 0.200 11.5 0.0531 
6.0 12.4 5.60 0.200 10.9 0.0381 
6.5 16.8 5.93 0.200 10.1 0.0191 

Single 6.9 20.8 0.75 2.48 0.200 9.64 0.0119 
7.2 23.8 2.51 0.200 9.34 0.00888 
7.75 29.2 2.58 0.200 9.08 0.00571 
8.3 ∗ 33.8 2.64 0.200 9.06 0.00424 
9.0 38.8 2.70 0.200 9.59 0.00342 

C 3 H 8 /Air 
Le fuel = 1.86 
Le O2 = 1.05 

Twin 2.6 14.9 0.70 6.05 0.189 10.1 0.0251 

2.7 16.9 6.21 0.189 9.69 0.0187 
2.8 ∗ 19.0 6.37 0.188 9.36 0.0141 

Single 3.2 ∗ 27.5 0.70 2.64 0.187 8.92 0.00637 
3.35 30.4 2.68 0.186 8.81 0.00508 
3.55 34.0 2.73 0.185 8.90 0.00406 

CH 4 /O 2 
CO 2 = 1/2 
Q Le fuel = 0.74 
Le O2 = 0.86 

Twin 7.15 4.45 0.50 6.12 0.121 14.5 0.319 

6.81 5.46 6.25 0.122 14.2 0.213 
6.54 ∗ 6.40 6.37 0.123 14.0 0.155 

Single 5.96 8.85 0.50 2.58 0.125 13.5 0.0814 
5.57 11.0 2.61 0.127 13.2 0.0532 
5.24 ∗ 13.1 2.65 0.128 13.0 0.0375 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

employed to obtain compositions of various S L

and effective Le (ratio of mixture thermal diffu-
sivity to mass diffusivity of the stoichiometrically-
deficient reactant). Table 1 shows properties of 
these mixtures. S L was computed using PREMIX
with USC Mech II chemical kinetics data [16] .
The Zeldovich number β is defined as E ( T ad –
T ∞ 

)/( RT ad 
2 ), where T ad is the adiabatic flame tem-

perature, T ∞ 

ambient temperature and E / R activa-
tion temperature calculated from plots (not shown)
of ln( S L ) vs. 1/ T ad , whose local slope is –E /2 R . 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Twin premixed edge flames 

Figure 1 shows images of twin edge-flames for
varying σ and Le . The structures consist of two
nearly-flat parallel twin-flames that fold over and
connect at the flame edge. The twin-flames trail ad-
vancing edges and lead retreating edges. Since gas
velocities decrease from the jet exits toward the cen-
tral stagnation plane, at low σ and thus low jet
exit velocities ( U 1 , U 2 ), the twin-flames stabilize
near the jet exits where the local convection veloc- 
ity equals S L . As σ increases, the twin-flames sta- 
bilize closer to the stagnation plane and for high σ
at low Le the flames completely merge. For CH 4 -air 
mixtures ( Le ≈ 1) the flame edge and trailing flames 
show nearly equal intensity, which is expected since 
for Le ≈ 1, curvature effects on local flame tempera- 
ture and burning rates are minimal [17] . An excep- 
tion occurs for very low σ where flames are very 
close to the jet exits and thus subject to substan- 
tial heat losses, thereby reducing flame temperature, 
burning rate and emission intensity. For C 3 H 8 -air 
mixtures ( Le > 1) leading edges are less intense than 

the trailing twin-flames indicating weaker reaction 

due to curvature [12] . For CH4-O2-CO2 mixtures 
( Le < 1) curved leading edges are more intense than 

the trailing twin-flames and there are noticeable 
bulges toward the jet exits in the curved region, in- 
dicating higher local S L than in the trailing twin- 
flames, consistent with prior experiments on sta- 
tionary twin edge-flames [12] . 

Figure 2 shows scaled values of U edge for twin 

edge-flames in CH 4 -air, C 3 H 8 -air and CH4-O2- 
CO2 mixtures for varying scaled global strain rate 
ε. Figure 2 a includes theoretical predictions [7] for 
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Fig. 1. False-color direct images of twin premixed edge-flames. Mixtures for these images are indicated in Table 1 . Global 
strain rate ( σ ) shown in each image. All flames propagate from left to right and the height of each image is scaled with the 
jet spacing ( d ). 
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length. 
e = 1 with κ= 0 and κ= 0.15, corresponding ap-
roximately to ≥5.6% and ≈ 5.3% CH 4 -air, respec-
ively (see Table 1 ); this theory predicts similar
onotonic behavior for all 0 ≤ κ≤ 0.10 with tran-

ition to non-monotonic behavior above κ≈ 0.12.
pace limitations preclude showing corresponding
lots of unscaled U edge vs. σ ; an example is given

n Supplemental Data, Figure S2. For some cases
igh- ε extinction limits could not be obtained due
o experimental limitations. Key features of Fig.
 include: 

• All cases show both low- ε and high- ε extinc-
tion limits with maximum U edge at intermedi-
ate ε. 

• Both positive (ignition) and negative (extinc-
tion) edge-flame speeds were obtained except
for Le > 1 where negative U edge could not be
obtained (despite considerable effort.) The
reason is not clear considering that theory
[7,8] predicts negative twin edge-flame speeds
at large ε for all Le , though only for very nar-
row ranges of ε at higher Le . 

• The results are consistent with theory for
Le = 1 [7] in terms of behavior for nearly-
adiabatic (low- κ) and highly nonadiabatic
conditions ( κ≈ 0.15) (these authors did
not provide corresponding predictions for
Le � = 1, thus, no corresponding predictions
are shown in Fig. 2 b–c). 
• Edge-flames are much stronger at lower Le as
evidenced by higher scaled U edge and larger
maximum ε. 

• For each mixture family, the maximum value
of the scaled extinction strain rate parameter
ε is nearly the same for every dilution level,
indicating that ε is an appropriate scaling pa-
rameter to characterize extinction behavior. 

• To obtain U edge / S L ≈ 1 at intermediate ε for
the Le ≈ 1 case (CH 4 -air) as theoretically
predicted [7] , U edge / S L was scaled with den-
sity ratio ρu / ρb rather than ( ρu / ρb ) 1/2 as with
nonpremixed flames (see Introduction). This
might be expected because the low-density
products are partly trapped between the
twin-flames, analogous to expanding spheri-
cal flames where mass conservation mass dic-
tates that flame fronts propagate outward at
a speed of ( ρu / ρb ) S L rather than S L itself. 

• For all but the high- Le case, at sufficiently
low ε continuous trains of “short-length”
edge-flames typically 1 cm long, originating
at the hot-wire and propagating lengthwise
from one end of the slot-jet to the other,
were observed. Both (positive) leading-edge
speed and (negative) trailing-tail speed are re-
ported in Fig. 2 ; these are nearly equal, indi-
cating that short-length flames have constant
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Fig. 2. Effect of scaled strain rate ( ε) on scaled edge- 
flame speed ( U edge ) for twin premixed edge-flames. 
Top: CH 4 /air, d = 7.5 mm, Le ≈ 1); middle: C 3 H 8 /air, 
d = 7.0 mm; Le > 1; lower: CH 4 /O 2 /CO 2 , d = 5.0 mm, 
Le < 1. For the latter two plots, a comparison CH 4 /air 
( Le ≈ 1) case is shown. Number associated with each 
curve refers to fuel volume percent (upper, middle) or 
dilution (lower) with corresponding S L in parentheses. 
Dashed lines and open symbols denote short-length 
flames (see text); positive speed refers to leading head and 
negative speed refers to trailing tail. Also shown in part 
(a) are theoretical predictions [7] for Le = 1, κ= 0 and 
κ= 0.15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Map in κ- ε space of propagation modes and 
extinction limits for twin premixed edge-flames. Solid 
curves: experimental results for CH 4 /air mixtures; dashed 
curves: theoretical predictions [7] for Le = 1. 
Two possible mechanisms for “short-length”
flames are proposed. One is that thermal expan-
sion (not incorporated in theory [7] ) locally in-
creases strain rate (thus ε) enough in the edge vicin-
ity to shift U edge from negative to positive values;
once the edge passes the trailing twin-flames expe-
rience lower strain corresponding to negative U edge
thus leading to a trailing extinction wave. After 
the extinction wave passes the fresh mixture is re- 
ignited by the hot-wire and another short-length 

flame ensues. A second possibility is that Daou et 
al. [7] (their Fig. 9) show a window of conditions for 
ε ≈ 0.15–0.20 and κ ≈ 0.10–0.15 where both posi- 
tive and negative values of U edge having nearly equal 
magnitudes are predicted; Figure 3 shows that this 
range of ε and κ is close to that where short-length 

flames are observed experimentally. 
Figure 3 shows maps of flame behavior in κ- 

ε space for experiments on twin premixed edge- 
flames in CH 4 -air mixtures ( Le ≈ 1) along with the- 
oretical predictions for Le = 1 [7] (these authors did 

not provide corresponding maps for Le � = 1). Simi- 
larities between the two plots include (1) the low- ε
boundary between advancing and retreating edge- 
flames occurs at ε ≈ 1.5 κ; (2) the corresponding 
high- ε boundary occurs near ε = 0.4 and is less af- 
fected by κ (because it caused primarily by insuf- 
ficient flame residence time, not heat losses) and 

(3) the two limits converge at ε ≈ 0.25, κ ≈ 0.15. 
The theory, however, predicts much larger ranges of 
conditions resulting in negative U edge than were ob- 
served experimentally. We speculate that this may 
because the predictions assume volumetric (radia- 
tive) loss, not gradient-driven conductive loss to the 
jet exits as in the experiments. 

3.2. Single Premixed Edge Flames 

Figure 4 shows images of single edge-flames for 
varying σ and Le . Images are shown only for re- 
active/inert flow from the bottom/top jet, though 

results were similar with the flows reversed, indi- 
cating that buoyancy effects (discussed at length 

in [9] ) were insignificant. The structures consist of 
distinct edges with single quasi-planar premixed 
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Fig. 4. Direct images of single premixed edge-flames. Mixtures for these images are indicated in Table 1 . Global strain rate 
( σ ) shown in each image. Reactive mixture flows from bottom, cold inert from top. All flames propagate from left to right 
and the height of each image is scaled with the jet spacing ( d ). 
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ames trailing advancing edges and leading retreat-
ng edges. Since all single flames have distinct ends
ith decreasing intensity near the end, unlike twin-
ames ( Figure 1 ) there is no obvious visual effect of 
e on edge-flame burning intensity. The flame sheet
ear the tip suffers massive heat losses which de-
reases its propagation speed, thus it retreats (tilt-
ng upward) toward the stagnation plane where the
onvection velocity is lower. If the jets reversed (re-
ctive on top, inert on the bottom) the tilting is
ownward. Figure 5 shows scaled values of U edge 

or single edge-flames in CH 4 -air, C 3 H 8 -air and
H 4 –O 2 –CO 2 mixtures for varying scaled global

train rate ε. As with twin edge-flames, all cases
how both low- ε and high- ε extinction limits with
aximum U edge at intermediate ε, with lower Le ex-

ibiting higher scaled U edge and larger maximum ε.
here are several key differences from twin edge-
ames, however: 

• Much stronger mixtures (higher S L ) are re-
quired to avoid extinction and the maximum
values of ε for which flames exist are far
lower. This is somewhat expected because of 
the heat loss caused by the cold inert gas
opposing the reactive mixture compared to
the mutual support provided by the back-to-
back configuration of twin-flames. The sin-
gle premixed flame is somewhat analogous to
nonpremixed flames where heat-loss occurs
from both sides of a single reaction sheet.
Following this analogy, it might be more ap-
propriate to scale ε for single edge-flames
as β( σα/2 S L 
2 ) 1/2 rather than ( σα/2 S L 

2 ) 1/2 , in
which case the maximum values of ε would
be similar for the single- and twin-flame
cases; nevertheless, to facilitate comparisons
we chose to employ ( σα/2 S L 

2 ) 1/2 scaling for
both premixed cases. 

• No retreating edge-flames were obtained de-
spite considerable experimental effort; this
is consistent with theory [18] which predicts
negative U edge values exist for twin but not for
single premixed flames. 

• To obtain U edge / S L ≈ 1 at intermediate ε for
the Le ≈ 1 case (CH 4 -air) as theoretically pre-
dicted, U edge / S L was scaled with ( ρu / ρb ) 1/2 as
with nonpremixed flames (see Introduction).
This might be expected because the thermal
expansion induced flow-field resulting from
the single-flame with a single reactive sheet
more closely resembles nonpremixed flame
than twin premixed flames. 

• “Short-length” edge-flames were observed at
low ε for all mixtures tested. This is some-
what surprising considering that theory does
not predict negative edge speeds for single
premixed flames and thus a trailing extinc-
tion wave required for short-length flames
would not be expected. 

Figure 6 shows maps of behavior of single pre-
mixed CH 4 -air edge-flames in κ- ε space ( Le ≈ 1)
(unlike twin-flames, no corresponding theoretical
map for single-flames has been reported that could
be compared to experiments.) The range of both
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Fig. 5. Effect of scaled strain rate ( ε) on scaled edge- 
flame speed ( U edge ) for single premixed edge-flames. 
Upper: CH 4 /air, d = 7.5 mm, Le ≈ 1); middle: C 3 H 8 /air, 
d = 7.0 mm; Le > 1; lower: CH 4 /O 2 /CO 2 , d = 5.0 mm, 
Le < 1. For the latter two plots, a comparison CH 4 /air 
( Le ≈ 1) case is shown. Number associated with each 
curve refers to fuel volume percent (upper, middle) or 
dilution (lower) with corresponding S L in the parenthe- 
ses. Dashed lines and open symbols correspond to short- 
length flames (see text); positive speed refers to leading 
head and negative speed refers to trailing tail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Map in κ- ε space of propagation modes and ex- 
tinction limits for single premixed edge-flames for experi- 
ments in CH 4 /air mixtures. 

Fig. 7. Correlation of scaled strain rate ε (scaled with β as 
for non-premixed flames [9] ) at the low-strain (heat-loss- 
induced) extinction limit with heat loss parameter ( κ) for 
all conditions tested, along with corresponding data for 
non-premixed flames [9] . 
κ and ε where flames could be sustained is an or-
der of magnitude lower than for twin-flames, but,
as with twin-flames, the high- ε limit is much less
affected by heat loss κ than the low- ε limit. Unlike
twin-flames, short-length flames were observed for
all κ, however, these values of κ are all within the
range where short-length flames were observed for
twin edge-flames. 
3.3. Low-strain extinction limit correlation 

While the mechanism of the high- ε extinction 

limit for strained flames is well-established and is 
mostly unaffected by the heat loss parameter κ, 
the low- ε limit is strongly affected by κ. Figure 7 
shows the correlation between the κ and ε (scaled 

as β( σα/2 S L 
2 ) 1/2 for comparison with nonpremixed 

flames [9] ) at the low- ε extinction limit. Twin pre- 
mixed, single premixed and nonpremixed flames all 
follow a simple power-law correlation over more 
than two decades of κ, which is close to ε∼κ1/2 or 
(in dimensional terms) σ∼α/ d 2 . For nonpremixed 

flames this correlation is equivalent to equating the 
mixing layer thickness δ∼( α/ σ ) 1/2 to the jet spacing 
d , which is clearly the condition for heat losses to 

dominate. For premixed flames, this correlation is 
equivalent to the typical quenching criterion [19] of 
constant Peclet number = S L d / α with the flame 
stabilized near the jet exits and thus S L ∼U ∼σd . 
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onsequently, the ε∼κ1/2 scaling is logical, though
t is perhaps surprising that all three flame types fol-
ow essentially the same correlation. 

. Conclusions 

An experimental study of twin and single pre-
ixed edge-flames revealed rich varieties of struc-

ures depending on configuration (single or twin),
ixture strength, Lewis number, strain rate and

ensity ratio. Most phenomena (flame shapes,
urning intensities, occurrence of propagating and
etreating edge-flames, propagation speeds relative
o S L , high- ε and low- ε extinction limits) could be
nterpreted based on theoretical developments via
caled parameters characterizing strain rate ( ε) and
eat loss ( κ). The two experimental observations
ot predicted by theory were (1) the absence of 
etreating edges for high- Le (C 3 H 8 -air) twin edge-
ames and (2) continuous trains of “short-length”
dge-flames at very low ε. While no reason could
e identified for the former, we hypothesize that
he latter may be due to thermal expansion effects
ot included in the aforementioned theories. Di-
ect Numerical Simulation (DNS) of edge-flames
n the counterflow apparatus with heated flame
nchors would be required to test this hypothe-
is. Other DNS studies [20] modeling preheated re-
ctants having appreciable low-temperature chem-
stry have identified far more varied edge-flame
tructures than those observed here; experiments to
est these predictions would be relevant to autoigni-
ion in diesel engine combustion. 
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